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ABSTRACT
Multi-agent path planning has wide application in fields such as
robotics, transportation, logistics, computer games, etc.. To formu-
late the multi-agent path finding as a concisely discretized problem,
most of the previous works did not construct a detailed motion
model of each agent. While many elegant algorithms were proposed
in the literature, a method to efficiently plan the paths for multi
agents with non-constant velocity is still lacking. In this paper,
we propose two methods CRISE and COB to extend the existing
algorithms for non-constant velocity motion path planning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To formulate the multi-agent path planning as a concise problem,
traditional methods neglect the motion model of the agents and gen-
erate discretized path plans [2, 5], and is generally referred asmulti-
agent path finding (MAPF) problem. Therefore post-processing is
necessary for these methods to avoid collisions between the re-
sult paths. Hönig et al. proposed an approach to convert imperfect
discretized path plans into feasible plan-execution schedules [3].
However, it does not consider kinematic constraints in the pro-
cess directly, which affects the planned path quality. In addition,
it assumes an unrealistic dynamics of the agent with infinite ac-
celeration (uniform velocity model), which is not suitable for en-
vironments where the grid length is small or comparable to the
acceleration distance of the agent. Some other work formulates the
problem as kinodynamic path planning and computes the path di-
rectly according to the agent actions [1, 9]. While these methods can
return optimal paths, the extremely high computation cost limits
the applicability in industry. Recently, [4] proposed modified path
planning algorithms based on state-of-the-art MAPF algorithms
with similar motivation. But it considered a different problem with
discrete waiting time. Our work adopted different mechanisms in
state expansion during the path planning search process, both for
single and multi agent scenarios. Equipped with the new mecha-
nisms, we can modify many previous MAPF algorithms to take into
account agents’ motion models.
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2 PRELIMINARY AND METHODOLOGY
We formulate Non-constant Velocity Network (NVN) to consider the
physical movement into the graph structure. Let G(E,U,w,θ ) be
an NVN with a set of edges E = {e1, · · · , em } and a set of vertices
U = {u1, · · · ,un }. The weight of an edge e isw(e) and the direction
of e is a unit vector θ (e). Given a set of agents A = {a1, · · · ,ak },
MAPF is to find a path pi = (si , · · · ,дi ) for each agent ai from its
start vertex si to its target vertex дi without collision with other
agents and minimize the cumulative time cost of the paths1. An
agent moves on its path with a motion model and three types of
actions:

(1) Move: For a straight path p = (ui , · · · ,uj ),move(p) let an at
rest agent move from ui and stop at uj with minimum time.

(2) Turn: An action turn(θi ,θ j ) let an agent do a spin turning
on current vertex to change its heading from θi to θ j .

(3) Rest: ∀τi ∈ R+, an action rest(τi ,τj ) let an agent stay at rest
on current vertex for the time period [τi ,τj ).

We introduce critical state expansion (CRISE) and Continuous
branching (COB) for single agent shortest path planning with static
and dynamic obstacles, which can be extended to support MAPF.

2.1 Critical State Expansion

(a) Neighborhood expansion (b) Line expansion

Figure 1: Difference between NE and LE. The bold circle u1 is
the current vertex. The expansion go through the thick edges and
pushes gray vertices into OPEN. The light edges are ignored.

To finding the shortest path in NVN, the state of an agent can be
represented by a three dimensional tuple ⟨u,θ ,v⟩ where u, θ and v
are its current position, direction and velocity, respectively. This
is an observation that the states with zero velocity are critical in
the search. So we propose line expansion (LE) which can reduce
the state space from three dimensions ⟨u,θ ,v⟩ to two dimensions
⟨u,θ⟩ by only considering the critical states.

Definition 2.1 (Critical state). A state is critical if v = 0.

1A collision occurs if two agents meet in the same vertex or edge.
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To pass a path p as soon as possible, the agent should decelerate
as late as it should stop (as acceleration takes time). It is unnecessary
to store all the possible state passing a vertex but the state stops
on it. The states of intermediate vertices can be easily inferred
accordingly. Only considering the zero-velocity states for every
vertices that the agent stops on is sufficient to reform the shortest
path.

CRISE is based on this intuition and generates the critical states
by LE. The procedure of CRISE is similar to A*. In each iteration,
CRISE pops a state ⟨ui ,θi ⟩ from OPEN with minimum cost τi for
expansion until дi is popped or OPEN is empty. Instead of the
neighbors, LE considers every reachable vertex uj of current vertex
ui by a turning followed by a straight line movement (ui , · · · ,uj )
(see Figure 1). For each vertex uj , a successor state ⟨uj ,θ j ⟩ with
cost τ (uj ) is generated where θ j is the arrival direction and τ (uj ) =
τ (ui ) + turn(θi ,θ j ) +move((ui , · · · ,uj )) is the arrival time. These
states are inserted into OPEN. Then CRISE starts next iteration.

2.2 Continues Branching
We then consider finding the path in continuous time space with
dynamic obstacles and arbitrary waiting time. To avoid collisions,
the occupied intervals of vertices are stored in a reservation table.

Definition 2.2 (Reservation table (RT)). A RT is a set to maintain
the reserved interval of each vertex. RT(u) = {[τ1,τ2), · · · [τi ,τi+1)}
is the set of the reserved time intervals of vertex v .

Given an RT, the challenging is how to do branching in a contin-
uous time-space and how long an agent should wait on its vertex.
COB considers reachable vertices U ′ by LE of any state ⟨u,θ⟩ in
OPEN. For everyu ′ ∈ U ′, it computes the feasible start time periods
from u to u ′ such that for any vertex ui in the straight line move-
ment p = {u, · · · ,u ′}, a does not occupy any time in RT(ui ) when
it passes ui . This is done by two steps: projection and branching. We
define four special time points, Start time, Touch time, Departure
time, Arrival time, as shown in Figure 2, which are thoroughly used.

Start time 
(turning starts) 

Touch time 
(front end enters) 

Departure time 
(back end leaves) 

Arrival time 
(fully stops) 

Turn

Figure 2: A movement from vertex u to another vertex u ′ in
the same line, which contains two actions turn andmove.

Projection: As shown in Figure 3, every reserved time period in
RT(ui ) will cause some start times to become unfeasible. Projection
is to compute the corresponding unavailable start time period. Sup-
pose [τl ,τr ) is a reserved time period of ui . Let the time difference
between the touch time and the departure time of ui be denoted by
τ∆1, which can be computed based on the shapes of a andu, and the
motion model. Obviously, a cannot touch ui in [τl −τ∆1,τr ). Projec-
tion shifts this time period to the unavailable start time period of u.
Let τi be the touch time ofui and τ be its corresponding start time at

u. The turning and moving time τ∆2 = τi −τ fromu toui can be cal-
culated based on the motion model of a. The unavailable start time
period of u is project(u,u ′,ui ,a, [τl ,τr )) = [τl −τ∆1 −τ∆2,τr −τ∆2).

Start time 
(turning starts) 

Touch time 
(front end enters) 

Departure time 
(back end leaves) 

Arrival time 
(fully stops) 

 

 

  

Corresponding
unavailable start time

Turn

Figure 3: Projection computes the infeasible start time inter-
vals of vertex u by shifting the reserved time intervals of ui .

Branching: For an agent at u, suppose the earliest and the latest
start times are τ1 and τ2. The set of available start time periods is

wait(u,u ′,τ1,τ2) = [τ1,τ2) \

( ⋃
ui ∈p,[τl ,τr )∈RT(ui )

project (u,u ′,ui ,a, [τl ,τr ))

)
.

To search in the time-space, every available start time period should
be considered as a state. COB branches the search into each disjoint
period [τj1,τj2) of wait(u,u ′,τ1,τ2).

The framework of COB is similar to A* algorithm. In each it-
eration, a state ⟨u,θ , [τl ,τr )⟩ is popped from OPEN list, a priority
queuemaintaining theminimum cost state. COB retrieves reachable
vertices U ′ by line expansion. Consider one of the vertex u ′ ∈ U ′.
A set of available start time periods from u to u ′ can be computed
by projection and branching. For each available start time period
[τ ′l ,τ

′
r ), COB generates a corresponding state ⟨u ′,θ ′, [τ ′l ,τ

′
r )⟩ with

cost τ ′l +h(u
′), whereu ′ is the vertex, θ ′ is the arrival direction, and

h(u ′) is a consistent heuristic function returning an approximate
cost from u ′ to target vertex. These states are inserted into OPEN
list.

Based on CRISE and COB, LRA* [10] and WHCA* [7] can be di-
rectly extended to CRISE-LRA* and COB-WHCA* to support motion
models and solve MAPF in NVN.

3 EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4: Evaluation results on DAO den900d (128 × 128)

We followed the setting of previous papers [3, 6, 7]. and evaluated
the performance of the proposed methods in a benchmark map of
the game Dragon Age: Origin (DAO) [8]. We also implemented the
post-pocessing MAPF-POST [3] combining with WHCA* (WHCA*-
POST in the figures). We report the average travel time of the agents
(objective function), success ratio (the percentage of agents reached
their targets) and running time (computation cost) of each method.

As shown in Figure 4, although we give an advantage toWHCA*-
POST that agents move with maximum velocity, COB-WHCA* and
CRISE-LRA* still have shorter travel time because they consider the
information of NVN directly in the path planning. COB-WHCA* has
lower success ratio because the effect of line expansion on success
ratio is similar to a very large window size in WHCA*.
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